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Общее и особенное 
в творчестве черкесских 

художников Адыгеи 
и черкесов Турции1

Similarities аnd Differences 
in Oeuvre of Circassian Artists 

of Adygea and Circassians of Turkey2

Исследование призвано выявить и проанализировать общие и особенные характеристики 
творчества черкесских художников Адыгеи их коллег из адыгской диаспоры Турции. Источ-
никами послужили произведения изобразительного искусства, результаты исследований оте-
чественных и турецких искусствоведов, критиков, социологов и историков. Методология опи-
рается на сочетание компаративных приемов, применяемых в искусствоведении для анализа 
художественных объектов и систем  (синхронный и диахронный методы, микро- и макросрав-
нение). Изучена общественная функция мастеров живописи, живущих в разных социокультур-
ных условиях,  выявлены цели их творчества, проанализированы приоритетные жанры и при-
емы. Подчеркнуто значение адыгских художников, живших и живущих на Северном Кавказе, 
как представителей художественной элиты этноса, при этом их творчество направлено на со-
хранение мифопоэтических образов и этнической идентичности. Иные тенденции выявлены в 
творческом опыте черкесских художников Турции, которые стремились не только и не столько 
раскрывать культуру своего народа, сколько обращались к универсальным ценностям, пытаясь 
интегрироваться в систему европейского и мирового искусства. Автор выделяет два периода 
развития изобразительного искусства черкесских  художников России и Турции: до распада 
СССР и после него.  Выявляются характерные черты творчества представителей обеих групп 
художников на протяжении выделенных периодов. Особо выделена деятельность современ-
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Introduction. The artwork of the Circas-
sian artists of Russia and of the Adyghe diaspora 
of Turkey is a poorly studied phenomenon. Nei-
ther roles of the artists nor functions of their art, 
nor basic artistic rules and styles predominant in 
their oeuvre are determined. The world, as well as 
Russia, does not have a sufficiently complete idea 
about artistic processes taking place in the North 
Caucasus. Equally closed to the Russian public is 
knowledge about artistic processes taking place 
in the environment of the multi-million Adyghe 
diaspora in Turkey. This raises the questions of 
practical and theoretical planes. Some of them 
are related to the topic of the article indirectly, 
but without discussing them the issue cannot be 
explored. Does modern regional art exist? What 
criteria is it measured by? Does modern ethnic art 
exist in the conditions of globalization and post-
modernity? Do the Circassians, land-wise sepa-
rated and living in different cultural environment 
in different economic, ideological and political 
circumstances, preserve a similar worldview re-
flected in the artistic consciousness of the creative 
elite? What is the content of the concept “regional 
aesthetics”?

The outlined array of questions character-
izes the issue in the investigation of the modern 
art of not only the Circassians (Adyghes), but also 
many other North Caucasian peoples, which up-
dates the ongoing research supported by the Rus-
sian Foundation for Basic Research.

The aim of the research is to identify simi-
larities and differences inherent in the oeuvre of 
the Adyghe artists of the Caucasus and of Turkey 
by analyzing the subject areas and artistic images, 
social functions of artists that live in different so-
ciocultural conditions, their creative goals, pre-
ferred genres and artistic techniques.

The research uses the results of studies by 
Russian (including North Caucasian) and Turk-
ish art critics and historians, paintings by Adyghe 
artists.

The methodological basis of the research 
was a set of comparative techniques used in art 
criticism and art history to study the development 
of art objects and systems (synchronic and dia-
chronic methods, micro- and macro-comparison).

Research in the fields of understanding the 
processes occurring in society and nature, of so-
cial relations, of establishment and development 
of artistic values and aesthetic dominants is inter-
esting not only separately but also with regard to 
the understanding of the extent to which culture 
is permeable to external influence and of what the 
impermeable in the history of the culture core is 
that allows ethnic groups to preserve themselves 
even in unfavorable conditions.

Excerpts on the history of the establish-
ment of professional pictorial art. It is com-
monly known that pictorial art was not introduced 
in the traditional culture of the Adyghes (Circas-
sians). Some scholars explain the lack of fine art 

ных художников-рецептуалистов адыгского  происхождения (Р. Цримова и А. Гучапшева и др.). 
Приведены основные художественные  принципы рецептуализма, и в сравнительном аспекте 
выявлена степень известности этого направления в Кабардино-Балкарии и Адыгее. Делается 
вывод, что различия между адыгскими художниками  России и Турции проявлялись в несколь-
ких аспектах: в моменте формирования адыгских художественных сообществ  в Турции и в 
России;  в особенностях сформировавшейся и поддерживавшейся художественной традиции; в 
неравных условиях получения профессионального образования  мастерами Кавказа и  Турции; 
в социально-экономических обстоятельствах, определявших  творческую деятельность и кос-
венно повлиявших на  ценностные ориентации художников. Точки творческого пересечения 
лежат в плоскости этнических ценностей, знаков и символов, одинаково расшифрованных чер-
кесами Северного Кавказа и диаспоры, а также в оценках  исторического прошлого, особенно 
Кавказской войны, в особо почитаемом отношении к природе и красотам Кавказа.

Ключевые слова: адыги, черкесы, столичные художники, диаспора, картина мира, роли ху-
дожников, знаки и символы искусства, эстетические доминанты, приоритетные жанры, сход-
ство и различие в творчестве черкесских художников.
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among the Adyghes in the pre-Soviet period by the 
confession of Islam or the specificity of the artistic 
thinking of the highlanders, who embodied art in 
a decorative form [2] [5]. The professional art of 
painting among the Russian Circassians appeared 
in Soviet times on the basis of applied arts and fi-
nally took shape by the middle of the 20th century, 
when artists with professional degrees in art re-
ceived in the capital cities of the USSR (Moscow, 
Leningrad, Tbilisi) appeared in the republics of the 
North Caucasus and, in particular, in Adygea. The 
policy of the Soviet state to represent each major 
ethnic group through artistic culture “pushed” 
the leadership of the republics and autonomies to 
organize creative unions, form artistic elites, se-
lect talented young people and train them in the 
best creative universities in the country. Thus, in 
1957 more than ten young people with beautiful 
voices were selected from auls of Krasnodar Krai 
and sent to study in Leningrad Conservatory (G. 
Samogova, R. Panesh, R. Sheozhev, K. Kheyshkho, 
Sh. Akhidzhak, and others).

Davlet Meretukov (1929–2000), after his 
military service in the Soviet Army, entered Mos-
cow Art College n.a. 1905, after that he studied at 
the Surikov Art Institute in Moscow. Felix Petuvash 
(born in 1948), at the age of 12, went to Moscow 
to study in a secondary school at the Surikov Art 
Institute, and then he entered the Stroganov Mos-
cow State Academy of Arts and Industry. Abdullah 
Bersirov (born in 1947) graduated from the Ar-
chitecture Faculty of the Ilya Repin St. Petersburg 
State Academic Institute of Fine Arts, Sculpture 
and Architecture. Nurbiy Didichev (1950–2001) 
and Teuchezh Kat (born in 1945) graduated from 
Tbilisi Art Academy. Almost all painters, profes-
sionally educated, had state orders for monumen-
tal works on a regular basis; were members of 
the professional Artists Trade Union of the USSR; 
and were given corresponding social and creative 
advantages. These artists were not only provided 
with work but also given vouchers to the House of 
Creativity, studios and materials for work. Natu-
rally, the orders made by professional artists pur-
sued the interests of the authorities and the state.

The fate of the artistic elite of the Circas-
sians in Turkey was quite different. First of all, 
the national policy of Kemalists did not allow 
ethnic determination of the people. All people 
living in Turkey claimed to be Turkish with cor-

responding names and surnames. Secondly, the 
secular state paradigm demanded the authori-
ties to build up the artistic elite correspondingly. 
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Turk-
ish youth received an opportunity to study at the 
best universities and academies of Europe; that is 
why many talented artists of Circassian origin in 
Turkey received education in Paris, Rome, and in 
other European cities. Namık İsmail (1890–1935) 
studied at Cormon’s studio in Paris (1912–1914); 
Ihsan Shurdom (born in 1930) studied in Rome’s 
Central University of Restoration with a scholar-
ship of the Government of Italy; Cihat Aral (born 
in 1940) had a state scholarship for studying in 
France; Mustafa Şener (born in 1945) lived and 
worked in the Netherlands for a long time and 
performed orders of the municipality of Amster-
dam; Ahmet Özel (born in 1960) also had a state 
scholarship for studying in Rome and Florence; 
Feride Benigioğlu (born in1963) studied at Zalz-
burg Summer Academy and had a scholarship of 
Austrian government, etc. There is no doubt that 
talented youth had an opportunity to acquire a 
sound academic background at educational in-
stitutions of the USSR, though the possibilities of 
Turkish students in art institutions were much 
wider. They traveled; became acquainted with 
original masterpieces of world art, not their rep-
licas; met with “necessary people”, and received 
interesting proposals. In the conditions of the Iron 
Curtain, the USSR artists were deprived of such 
opportunities.

Thus, the starting conditions for the learn-
ing environment of Circassian artists in Russia 
and in Turkey are strikingly different. It is natural 
that the place, type and conditions of learning af-
fected the topics, images, genre and style Turkish 
and Russian artists chose.

Pictorial art content. For the Circassian 
artists of the USSR, the Soviet ideology aiming at 
creating art “national in form and international in 
content” unambiguously directed artists to create 
national art, to form associations with a “national 
face”. Reliance on folklore, ethnic mythology and 
epic, traditional values were recommended and 
encouraged. Perhaps, that is why, with all the 
difference in artistic style, techniques, choice of 
genres and stylistic orientation, all the artists of 
Adygea were realists. Almost all of them, in vary-
ing degrees, used Nart epic characters [10] [11]. 
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Denying socialist realism as an ideologically im-
posed stylistic trend, the Circassian artists ad-
opted its important feature – the idealization of 
the depicted. For many of them, the past was an 
ideal picture representing адыгагъэ (Adyghean-
ship) and its main characteristics – адыгэ хабзэ 
(Adyghe etiquette), адыгэ нэмыс (Adyghe honor), 
адыгэ напэ (Adyghe conscience), and others.

While it was considered reprehensible to 
put the national above the Soviet and socialist and 
the country declared the formation of a new iden-
tity – the Soviet people, it was the artists in graph-
ics, book illustrations, mosaics and, less often, in 
paintings that reminded of the original Adyghe 
values: traditions of respect for the elders, special 
reverence for women, and of the norms of ritual 
behavior as rigid values and laws, the observance 
of which builds up the Adyghe person.

Hence, images of the past or mythological 
subjects prevail in the art of Russian Circassians 
in comparison with images of the present or the 
future. The authorities in every possible way en-
couraged works related to national themes. Felix 
Petuvash was awarded a State Prize for a series 
of graphic sheets devoted to Nart epic (the series 
was created in the 1970s; the Prize was awarded 
in 2007); Davlet Meretukov illustrated seven vol-
umes of the Adyghe epic Narts (1970s).

The so-called Adyghe Calendar of Ablullah 
Bersirov, G. Abredzh, A. Kuanov, M. Tuguz, T. Kat 
got a wide response; the majority of Adyghe art-
ists and graphic artists turned to the images of 
the mythological or historical past as to an ideal 
picture of their ancestors’ life. They all too often 
perceived the future as a return to traditional val-
ues, which were gradually forgotten or replaced 
by new Soviet ones.

The special influence of mythology and folk-
lore spread not only through pictorial art, but al-
most through all modern art processes. It is suffice 
to mention the concert program Nart Symphony 
of the composer Aslan Nekhay, gobelin tapestries 
of Mukharbiy Gogunokov, symbolic dresses of Yuri 
Stash and others. The artists try to tell about all 
Nart epic heroes in different art genres, to illus-
trate their achievements, to convey visually their 
valuable characteristics and perception of the 
world [3]. 

The geography of origin and residence in 
the Caucasus penetrates so deeply into the artistic 

consciousness of creative people that the poetiza-
tion of the nature of the North Caucasian region, 
the appeal to mythological and fairy-tale charac-
ters of Adyghe folklore become the norm not only 
for ethnic Adyghes, but also for artists of other na-
tionalities: “Almost all the artists living in the Re-
public of Adygea think through ‘Caucasian’ images, 
they use Adyghe traditional plots, plastics, typical 
range of colors. They start to present themselves 
as people of this region, directly or indirectly asso-
ciated with Adyghe (Circassian) culture, creating 
for the contemporaries, meeting their demands in 
line with their values” [13, p. 256]. 

Ideology of the Circassian artists of Tur-
key. On the contrary, the ideology of the Circassian 
artists of Turkey was dominated by the motive of 
individualization, the search for their own self, the 
desire to integrate in a certain way into the system 
of values of Turkey and Europe.

The Turkish artist of Circassian origin Ah-
met Özel believes that it is not possible to speak 
about the Circassian diaspora’s art that is based 
on shared ethnicity exclusively [9, p. 197]. He is 
convinced that the origin of the artists was not 
and cannot be the reason for their artistic and 
stylistic unity. Özel believes that “an artist should 
reflect not only cultural and mythological wealth 
of his peoples, but also should reflect the values of 
the place he was born in” [9, p. 198]. He forewarns 
that “the art works reflecting only the grief and 
the dream about the Caucasus have the reverse 
side. They involve involuntary act of hammering 
against the society in which they exist. Such art-
works do not find their addressee in the country 
of residence” [9, p. 198]. Özel, who organized 18 
personal exhibitions, has his own studios in Istan-
bul and in Spain, and is a practicing teacher, ac-
tually reflects the opinion of the whole Circassian 
artistic elite of Turkey. 

In the opinion of the artist, whose paintings 
were exhibited at art venues of Moscow, Tokyo, 
Madrid (in seven countries totally), contempo-
rary artists, regardless of their ethnic background, 
must send their messages to the world and there-
fore speak a universal language: “The language 
and expression towards the historical homeland 
serve only to reduce our connection with the out-
side world and strengthen the walls between us 
and outside world. To be visible and to be able to 
assert our existence in a universal dimension, we 
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must share our unique values that exist within us 
with art and artists in other regions” [9, p. 198].

The question of national art school for-
mation. Perhaps, not everyone will agree with 
Ahmet Özel’s statement. The history of the USSR 
was associated with the idea of national cultural 
development. Even now the issue of national art 
school existence is still pending. For example, 
the art expert Nurbiy Lovpache recognizes the 
existence of such a school, and its feature is sets 
of three colors (“tricolor”), different for each art-
ist. However, when Lovpache turns to proofs, he 
constantly makes a reservation that this or that 
artist is not limited to only three colors [6]. F. Su-
leymanova is looking for things in common in the 
works of the Circassians of the metropolis and the 
diaspora through the use of images of the Cauca-
sian mountains [12].

Despite the fact that researchers have long 
and repeatedly used the terms “ethnic painting”, 
“national painting”, “national art school”, their un-
ambiguous definitions do not exist. It is indisput-
able that “ethnic painting” is to a certain extent 
opposed to “contemporary art” whose general 
focus is the struggle against canons and classi-
cal techniques. Hence comes its fundamental un-
systematic character and deliberate eclecticism. 
“Ethnic painting” is fundamentally humanistic, 
and contemporary art in its essence opposes hu-
manistic ideals and generates dehumanization of 
art [8]. 

Could ethnic art be contemporary? The an-
swer to the question is not simple. As soon as the 
traditional is presented in a complex encrypted or 
transformed version, it ceases to be called “ethnic” 
and is immediately renamed into “conceptual” or 
“receptive”. Artists that move away from tradition-
al ethnic topics and images cease to provide infor-
mation through “ethnic text”, do not fit into the 
“ethnic picture of the world”. Probably, in order for 
a new artistic language to become “ethnic”, time 
is required so that large groups of the population 
start perceiving such a language as “their own”.

Considering regional specific features 
of fine art in the North Caucasus, I.M. Aganov 
writes: “. . . ethnic features are especially vividly 
represented in the style and less in conceptual-
figurative models that underlie the artistic think-
ing of representatives of different ethnic groups, 
in genre structures and compositional schemes, 

which, nevertheless, have a supra-ethnic, regional 
character” [1, p. 206]. We cannot but agree with it. 
Indeed, living in the same country, in the foothills 
and mountains of the Caucasus, having similar 
weather conditions, types of economic activities, 
similar rituals, norms of behavior, costumes, musi-
cal instruments, etc., which have been established 
for centuries, the Circassians, the Balkars, the Ka-
rachay, the Ingush, etc. have a lot in common in 
the fine arts. This is all the more understandable 
since the culture of painting developed among the 
peoples of the North Caucasus at approximately 
the same Soviet time (mid-20th century) with the 
same tasks and ideological attitudes. In Turkey, 
artistic communities with the inclusion of the Cir-
cassians appeared at the turn of the 20th century, 
and until recently the Caucasian theme did not ap-
pear at all or was marginal.

Periodization of pictorial art. The art of 
Circassian artists of Russia and Turkey can be 
conveniently classified into two periods: before 
the collapse of the USSR and after it. For the Rus-
sian artists, the first period could be conceptual-
ized as “national”, the second period is focused on 
universal human and world values. For the Circas-
sians of Turkey, contrariwise, the second period is 
characterized by a strong interest in the themes of 
the Adyghe past, in the embodiment of the nature 
of the North Caucasus, folk dances, traditional 
dress, etiquette forms of behavior, illustration of 
the Nart epic, etc.

Comparing the characters of the Circassian 
artists of the metropolis and of the diaspora, at the 
first stage of pictorial art development, we find 
more differences than similarities. The métier of 
the Circassian artists of Adygea is to serve their 
people and country. The métier of the Circassian 
artists of Turkey is self-expression, representa-
tion of their country in the world art space. At the 
second (post-Soviet) stage, the artists of the me-
tropolis and of the diaspora develop an interest 
in each other, get acquainted in person or via cor-
respondence, want to learn more about works of 
each other, thematic roll-overs and intersections 
appear. The paintings of the artists of Adygea be-
gan not only to be exhibited in Turkey, but also to 
be sold there.

At the first stage, the function of Adyghe art-
ists in the Republic of Adygea is to preserve mem-
ory about the past of the ethnic group, to dem-
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onstrate ideal features of the peoples, to provide 
their transmission in the future. The function of 
the art of Circassian artists of Turkey is to repre-
sent the country at the international exhibitions, 
to demonstrate inclusion of Turkish artists into 
the European and world art space, to prove the 
commercial value of art products.

Standing for participation in international 
art master classes and art symposia, Ahmet Özel 
believes that in this way it will be possible to “real-
ize your own existence, show your presence to the 
world around you”. At the same time, he points out 
that forming cultural exchange with the Caucasus 
will help “to perceive our hidden treasures, con-
cealed in our DNA and to understand our inner 
cultural background” [9, p. 198]. 

One may object that Felix Petuvash and Teu-
chezh Kat do not fit into the general portrait of 
the artists of Adygea. Petuvash’s paintings were 
exhibited in Turkey, Jordan, Bulgaria, the Czech 
Republic; Kat’s personal exhibitions were held in 
Turkey, Jordan, Israel, Georgia. Petuvash’s works 
are characterized by a multi-genre nature and 
multiplicity of meanings. He is interested in philo-
sophical and psychological topics. Kat travels a lot 
around different cities and countries. In his works, 
he reconstructs the colorful image of what he has 
seen, transferring the atmosphere and unique col-
oring of the new countries on the canvases (se-
ries “Hungary”, “Bulgaria”, “Yugoslavia”, ‘Turkey”, 
“Jordan”). But these artists are the exception to 
the rule rather than the rule itself. And the main 
part of their oeuvre representation abroad fell on 
the post-Soviet period. Most of the Circassian art-
ists received education in the USSR (Russia); their 
significance, reputation, popularity were formed 
within the country, which gave them an opportu-
nity to realize their artistic potential and satisfy 
their personal ambitions, and formed their indi-
vidual view of the world. It goes without saying 
that, after the collapse of the USSR and establish-
ment of firm contacts with the Circassian diaspora 
in Turkey, Jordan and Syria, the Circassian artists 
received new demands and opportunities. Qualita-
tive changes in the content and subjects of the pic-
torial art of Turkish Adyghes were also observed 
in the post-Soviet period. However, the differences 
of life worlds and religious practices of the Circas-
sians of the metropolis and of the diaspora could 
not but affect the realization of seemingly similar 

topics and images. The head-on approach through 
the two hundred years of developing culture in 
different conditions is a very complicated process. 

It stands to reason that the Turkish soci-
ologist of Circassian origin Jemre Jade notes that 
the Circassians who returned to their historical 
homeland in Adygea are still called “Turkish Ady-
ghes” in the host community and they try to main-
tain everyday contacts not with the local popu-
lation, but with the same “returnees” and from 
the places in Turkey from which they themselves  
returned [4]. 

Re-Ceptualists. Speaking about the art of 
the Circassian artists of Russia, one cannot ignore 
the oeuvre of a group of artists, Re-Ceptualists 
(the term of Slava Len), whose prominent repre-
sentatives are Ruslan Tsrimov and Arsen Guchap-
shev. Being the author of the new term, Slava Len 
also proposed a Manifesto of Re-Ceptualists. The 
new direction is proclaimed as the art of the Third 
Millennium. It declares the idea not to imitate any-
thing or reflect anything, to reject art “in artistic 
images”, and to assert semiotic art in signs and 
symbols (the language of signatures, symbols and 
hieratures); principles of non-linearity, holism, 
mythology, and sacredness [7]. In the Kabardino-
Balkarian Republic, followers of Ruslan Tsrimov 
appeared. In Adygea, on the contrary, the art of 
this trend remained not only outside the wide in-
terest of the masses, but also outside the active 
museum interest. For all the time, in Adygea, there 
were only three Tsrimov and his students’ exhibi-
tions in the North Caucasian Branch of the State 
Museum of Oriental Art and one in the Picture 
Gallery.

In the oeuvre of the Circassian artists of Tur-
key in the last 20 to 30 years, one can find themes 
and plots related to the Nart topic, to images of 
traditional culture. A special place is given to the 
theme of the Caucasian War, which caused peo-
ple’s outflow to the territory of the Ottoman Em-
pire. Such storylines are typical not only for Dug 
Aytek, who was born in Turkey and received edu-
cation in Maykop, but also for other artists, who 
ever visited their historical homeland (see, for 
example, works “Azhagafa”, “Ubykh” by Zayna El-
Said from Jordan; sculptures by Bezroko Kerame-
tin; book illustrations by Farouk Kutlu and Zeynep 
Bezroko). However, we are still quite little familiar 
with the oeuvre of all Circassian authors in Turkey 
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in order to draw final conclusions, but the inter-
mediate result of the study is the following.

Conclusions. The obvious time difference 
between the formation of artists and Circassian 
artistic communities in Russia and in Turkey is 
about 50 years. For the art of the Circassian art-
ists of the diaspora, it is the end of the 19th and 
early 20th centuries; for the Circassians of Rus-
sia, it is the middle of the 20th century. The art-
ists of the North Caucasus are characterized by 
reliance on traditions, realistic images, desire to 
retain their roots, Nart legends, and focus on the 
heroes of the epic as ethnic ideals. The Adyghe 
artistic tradition established as a realistic school 
basing on traditional topics, storylines, images, 
traditional coloring, and sign symbolism. Artists 
were brought up and developed on pieces of So-
viet and world art, presented in museums in Mos-
cow, Leningrad and other large cities of the USSR 
and on replicas of world artworks. United in trade 
unions, the Circassian artists were protected by 
the state with orders, materials and certain social 
benefits.

Their compatriots in the diaspora, contrari-
wise, are characterized by a desire for constant 
novelty, a different vision of the world through 
characteristic sociocultural needs and attitudes 
towards global world trends. Study in European 
capitals, inclusion into language and artistic en-
vironment of Europe and America allowed many 
artists to do global exhibition activities, to find a 
stable financial position, to clearly focus on world 
artistic and consumer values. It is obvious that 
the collapse of the USSR changed the paradigm of 
artistic activity of the Circassians not only in their 
historical homeland but also in the diaspora.

In recent years, integration processes be-
tween the Circassian artistic communities of Ady-
gea (Russia) and of Turkey have become more no-
ticeable. These processes are based on ethnic his-
tory, mythology, folklore, customs and traditions. 
The work on the project “Cultural Diffusion of the 
Circassians of Russia and Turkey: Art History and 
Socio-Cultural Analysis” has just begun, and an-
swers to the questions posed at the beginning of 
this article are yet to be found.

Alla N. SOKOLOVA
Dr. Sci. (Musical Art), Prof., 

Institute of Arts, Adyghe State University,
Maykop, Russian Federation,

professor_sokolova@mail.ru
Similarities аnd Differences in Oeuvre 
of Circassian Artists of Adygea and Circassians of Turkey

Abstract. The study aims to identify and analyze the general and special characteristics of the 
works of the Circassian artists of Adygea and their colleagues from the Adyghe diaspora in Turkey. The 
sources were works of fine art, the results of research by domestic and Turkish art historians, critics, 
sociologists, and historians. The methodology is based on a combination of comparative techniques 
used in art history to analyze artistic objects and systems (synchronic and diachronic methods, micro- 
and macro-comparison). The social function of masters of painting living in different sociocultural 
conditions is studied, the goals of their work are revealed, priority genres and techniques are analyzed. 
The importance of the Adyghe artists who lived and live in the North Caucasus, as representatives of the 
artistic elite of the ethnic group, is emphasized; their work is aimed at preserving mythopoetic images 
and ethnic identity. Other tendencies are revealed in the creative experience of the Circassian artists of 
Turkey, who seek not only and not so much to reveal the culture of their people, but to turn to universal 
values, trying to integrate into the system of European and world art. The author identifies two periods 
in the development of the fine arts of Circassian artists in Russia and Turkey: before the collapse of 
the USSR and after it. The characteristic features of the oeuvre of representatives of both groups of 
artists during the periods identified are revealed. The activity of contemporary artists-receptivists of 
Adyghe origin (R. Tsrimov and A. Guchapshev and others) is especially highlighted. The basic artistic 
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principles of receptivism are given, and, in a comparative aspect, the degree of popularity of this trend 
in Kabardino-Balkaria and Adygea is revealed. It is concluded that the differences between the Adyghe 
artists of Russia and Turkey are manifested in several aspects: at the moment of the formation of the 
Adyghe art communities in Turkey and in Russia; in the peculiarities of the formed and maintained 
artistic tradition; in unequal conditions of obtaining professional education by masters of the Caucasus 
and Turkey; in the socioeconomic circumstances that determined the creative activity and indirectly 
influenced the value orientations of artists. The points of creative intersection lie in the plane of 
ethnic values, signs and symbols, equally deciphered by the Circassians of the North Caucasus and the 
diaspora, as well as in assessments of the historical past, especially the Caucasian War, in a particularly 
revered attitude towards the nature and beauty of the Caucasus.

Keywords: the Adyghes, the Circasssians, metropolitan artists, diaspora, worldview, roles of artists, 
signs and symbols of art, aesthetic dominants, priority genres, similarity and difference in oeuvre of 
Circassian artists.
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